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INTRODUCTION

The grammatical significance is an extension of the sentence system, arrangement and syntactic movements (1), or is the relationships between the words of one sentence, and the significance divided by Ibn Jinni in his characteristics on three ranks, according to the force, "the strongest semantics and then followed by industrial and then followed by moral ... Do you not see that he has risen, and the indication of his word on its source, and the indication of its construction on its time, and the indication of its meaning on its subject, for these are three indications of its word, its form and its meaning."

This indication is based on the perception of the meanings of speech, and those moral minutes were the focus of attention of the people of industry in the arts of all Arabic, it was meant by interpreters, grammarians, rhetoricians and fundamentalists, the interpreters made it the pillar in understanding the Qur’anic text, and this understanding in turn of the basics of Quranic interpretation (1), the grammarians studied the various grammatical sections and stood on their connotations, and the intentional side of them, from a speaker or addressee, and divided them on the news and creation (4).

As for the rhetoricians, they have made it a cornerstone in their art and called it (the science of meanings), which is with his counterparts the statement and Budaiya pillars of rhetoric, and they stood on the meaning and meaning of meaning, which is the metaphor that stems from the grammatical methods of order such as command, interrogative, call, prohibition and others.

As for the fundamentalists, their origins are "linked to the orientation of the verbal order and the statement of its significance, which varies from one structure to another, and the number of legal issues on which the ruling varies according to the different structure and its meaning".

Sheikh Al-Rumani is one of the scholars who took care of the grammatical semantics, as he was a leading grammarian and interpreter in his time and the ages that followed, and his various works are still a beacon for researchers and a manager for students.

His care for it was manifested in several aspects that made it on two requirements: the first in the significance of the statement and the significance of inclusion, and the second in the relationship between expression, meaning and pronunciation.

The first requirement: the significance of the declaration and inclusion:

The purposes differ in each text, there are apparent references to the meaning that can be identified from tools and structures, and this is the external meaning of the text, and there are meanings that lie between the mysteries of the text understood from the internal and peripheral context, the significance of the statement is: "The transfer of the word from what was required by its appearance, and what was put to it in the language to another meaning, and the declarative significance relied upon by the structural school in modern linguistics, it depends on the structure of the text in the analysis of meaning, the explicit meaning that emerges from the formal structure of the saying is what is done to perceive it through utterance alone, and to be completely literally identical to the intention." (7)

Customary semantics cannot be convened without three pillars: the word, which is one of the audible modalities, the meaning for which the word was developed, and the situation (8) between them.
Sheikh Al-Rumani has used this term and what is meant, and not only that, but also limited and interpreted it, for the significance in its broad sense is: to show the significance of it, and to divide the significance in two ways:

The significance of the statement and the significance of the declaration: is the one in which the word is placed for a meaning that predicts it in terms of the situation, that is: it can be known from the signs, signs and order of speech and its ranks, this is its purpose in terms of the situation.

The significance of inclusion: it is the one that foreshadows the meaning in terms of its convening in another sense, not in terms of the situation, and these meanings are hidden, did not put her word predicts, the significance of inclusion requires the meaning of what was not mentioned, which estimated to be mentioned, which are three sections: advanced or late or the significance of the speech that was deleted from it, towards: {Etc did not me a mug Mahmkh} indicates that the meaning followed Judaism or Christianity, and his saying most praise: {Fah trap mouth rude Qom}.

Al-Rumani gave examples to illustrate the meaning of what he acknowledged, including that "the indication of (beater) on the same batter in terms of the situation, to tell him on the way of the mark placed for him, and indicates the multiplied not from this side, but in terms of the convening of the meaning of the beater in terms of what is valid only by it, so the ruling in these two meanings differs from the different point of view, as one of them was in terms of putting the word, and the other in terms of the meaning in the sense of another".

The significance of the declaration has provisions without which it does not apply, and these provisions do not apply to the significance of inclusion, and Al-Rumani limited them to ten provisions, namely:

Not to add, discourage, combine, be effective or effective, defined by (Al), informant thereof, described, miniature, or attributed to him.

If you add and I said: (Ghulam the beater), you did not add to the multiplier, and if I bent, I said: (the batterers), and if I combined, I said: (the hitters), or made him effective, I said: (The hitter came to me), or made it an effect, I said: (I slandered the beater), or an identifier, I said: (the beater), or an informant about him, I said: (The hitter would such and such), or described, I said: (The hitter is thrown away, or miniature, I said: (Dwirib), or attributed to him, I said: (beater), these meanings are all not due to the multiplied, even if (beater) indicates it (15).

Al-Akhfash stated that the acts are evidence, that is: they indicate the significance of inclusion (), and the face of Al-Rumani saying Al-Akhfash that the acts of the act and inclusion, the statement, towards: (Zaid), and the statement and inclusion, towards: (beater), but the inclusion only, concerns all acts, because its significance in terms of convening in the sense of the source, without a statement in the sense of the source, became on the inclusion in terms of its convening in the sense of the source, as well as was not placed to predict the word in terms of status, but in terms of the meaning, since the indication of the act is inclusion, it is not suitable for the ten provisions to fall on it, as the act is not added, praised, collected, and the rest of the provisions do not apply to it.

After Al-Rumani stood on the limit of the significance and its types and cases of the significance of the act, he proceeded to stand on them in application in his explanation of the issues, in (the door of the source, which carries the beginning that he did not provide the mention of the actor), Al-Rumani stated that the source in which the actor was not mentioned, it is on two beats: lifting on the beginning, or the monument on the act, on the monument you say: (His Noah Noah pigeons); (Noah Noah pigeons), it is not so, because you did not mention the actor in terms of its convening, but from the meaning, and you mentioned the one who mourns it, the actor in the concept of speech has three aspects: what is held on speech, towards: (hit Zaid), or what is understood as an actor, towards: (has a voice), (distraction) is the name of the actor voted, or indicated by speech in terms of convening its meaning without mentioning a name or adjective, such as saying: Because this speech indicates a wailing on it, Valnoah does not take place except in the presence of a wail, here the speech has indicated the actor, as an indication (it is Noah) on the actor in terms of its convening in its meaning without mentioning, and the indication of (this is a voice) on the actor, which is the indication of inclusion that holds the meaning of the speech without mentioning the name or
adjective, and the actor in the house is (Buck), and in the two examples: (wailing) and (voted), all of which combine the meaning of the subject and not mention it\(^{18}\).

In (the door of circumstances), allowed Al-Rumani to be the expression (is without you) on the meaning of the circumstance, and its meaning is like saying: (man without), meaning: bad, and (Don):

“A word in the meaning of contempt and approximation, be a circumstance and erect, and be a noun enters the preposition on\(^{19}\) it, it is said: This is without you, and this is without you”, and this meaning is stated in the words of the Almighty: { Yekh Yum Yi Yi\(^{20}\) and in the verse pejorative of those group, and they are mean to prevent them weak from watering\(^{21}\). It also says: (it is without you), that is: bad, and it does not have the meaning of the circumstance, and if it contains the meaning of the circumstance, it is not permissible to come raised, to include what does not have in its origin from the thumb, the word (without) if it is raised or dragged, is in the sense of despicable or bad, without having the meaning of the circumstance, but if it is erected, it was a circumstance on the meaning of ensuring the occurrence of something in it\(^{22}\).

In (any section), Al-Rumani dealt with the significance of the statement and inclusion that plagues this word, and its transformation from interrogative to penalty, and you say: (any better), so it indicates the addition of the indication of the statement, by mentioning the added to it, and the added to it here is more general, as if you said: (Which things are better), if the launch of this term in this sense, but if you say: (from better), did not indicate the addition, as indicated (any), neither the indication of the statement nor the indication of inclusion, if (from) is not added, then (Any), attend in the soul the meaning of the added to it by requiring him, and its competence, and this is not one of the characteristics of (from), and in the words of the Almighty: {In Qi Ka Ka all Kamakki so that I did not have what Mmner \(^{23}\)}.

Rumani believes that the significance of the statement is a colloquial indication, while the significance of inclusion is a characteristic indication, in the collection of the name on the meaning of Deuteronomy, it is necessary to add the indication of the meaning of Deuteronomy, and it is not permissible to deuteronomy the name on the meaning of the plural, and the plural is possible from Deuteronomy, because it expresses the expression of the one name, so the plural word prevailed over the meaning of Deuteronomy, and the word Deuteronomy did not prevail over the meaning of the plural, and in the words of the Almighty: \(^{24}\) because it is possible, concise and performed in the door, and better in the significance, but it is possible, because its expression is like the expression of the one, and as for Oger, it does not require two increases, as it is necessary for the fold, and as for the procedure in the door, it is because it is more than the Deuteronomy, and it is more extensive in the different buildings than the construction of a little and a lot, but it is better in the significance because the significance of the declaration is colloquial and the significance of inclusion is a characteristic connotation.\(^{25}\)

The second requirement: the relationship of expression with meaning and systems:

"KEPT PACE WITH THE MINDS OF THE ANCIENT GRAMMARIANS TO STUDY THE EXPRESSION AND ITS RULES ACCORDING TO SPECIFIC RULES AND STANDARDS ARE NOT EXCLUDED ONLY FROM THOSE WHO ACCEPTED FOR HIMSELF TO SHOVE THE STICK OF THE GROUP IN THIS INDUSTRY, HAS DRAWN ALMAZAN AND TRAVELS IN THE IMPORTANCE OF EXPRESSION, WHICH IS BORN OF THE WORKER WHO WAS BASED ON THE PILLARS OF SIBAWAYHI GRAMMAR, AND THIS ART FOR ITS GREAT VALUE THEY HAVE WHAT THEY WOULD HAVE REPLACED SOMETHING AND DOES NOT OCCUPY THEM WITH IT.

HERE WE CAN REVIEW SOME OF THEIR SAYINGS, AND INTERCEDE FOR ME THIS SOME THAT I WILL STAND ON THE MOST FAMOUS PILLARS OF WORKMANSHIP, AND IT IS ESTABLISHED THAT THE REMNANTS ARE SUBORDINATE TO THESE WITHOUT DEFECT OR IMMORALITY IN THE MATTER.

AND IT RUNS ON EIGHT STREAMS, ON THE MONUMENT, TRACTION, LIFTING, ASSERTION, CONQUEST, ANNEXATION, FRACTURE AND ENDOWMENT, AND THESE EIGHT SEWERS COMBINE THEM IN THE PRONUNCIATION FOUR MULTIPLY, THE MONUMENT AND CONQUEST IN THE PRONUNCIATION OF ONE MULTIPLICATION, AND TRACTION AND FRACTURE IN WHICH ONE MULTIPLICATION, AS WELL AS LIFTING AND ANNEXATION, and confirms that these other four but what differentiates between them and what the letter is built on is the factor.

In the thought of Ibn Al-Sarraj in his origins, the expression is represented by three movements, as he says: "The expression that appends the singular noun Al-Salem Al-Maqta... It is in three movements: joining, opening and breaking, and if the damma is an expression that enters the end of nouns and verbs and disappears from it, it is called lifting, if the opening is also called a monument, and if the fracture is called a cut and a draw, and this is if they are in this capacity towards your saying: This is Zaid, man, and I saw Zaid, oh this, and I passed by Zaid, so I know, do you not see the change of the signifier and the difference in the movements that follow it." This Romani has established the idea of the interdependence between expression and meaning, as he said: "Do not look at the phenomenon of expression and neglect the meaning on which the expression falls."

Perhaps the clearest saying in the phenomenon of expression what invented by Abu Al-Fath, has remained saying to this day a star illuminates the sky of the people of Arabic, what continues to talk about this phenomenon only and contradict what He said Ibn Jinni: "It is the statement of meanings in words, do not you see that if you hear: Akram Saeed his father, and thanked Saeed his father, I learned to raise one of them and the other monument actor of the effect, even if the speech anus one of them astbhm one of its owner." He emphasizes the meanings of the expression and the fact that it is 32an unblinded statement by saying: "Since the meanings of the names are different, the expression indicating them is also different, as if they had said: his stomach was Arabized, that is, it was corrupted, as if it had been impossible from case to case, as if it was impossible to express from image to image."

Ibn Faris does not depart from the circle of the group in the view of the expression, as he said: "As for the expression, it distinguishes the meanings and stops on the purposes of the speakers … the Arabs have something that no one else has, for they differentiate between meanings by movements and others." It is not heresy to say what went to Dr. Ramadan Abdel Tawab in his support for Ibn Faris (and was the first of this great scientist to support Ibn Jinni before that, as the father of conquest as we have seen of the first who stipulated that the secret of expression is to probe the depths of meaning, and the fact that these eminent did not stand on the treasures of Romani in his explanation, he has the lead in proving this theory in a book written and say explicitly.

We do not overlook the renewed saying of the Arabic systems theory, Jurjani in saying in the expression, and the axioms of science that Abdel Qaher was more than identified with the expression being a moral phenomenon, on the basis that the evidence of miracles built as it is fixed on the meanings of grammar and moral grammar, and here he said: "It has been learned that the words are closed to their meanings so that the expression is the one who opens them, and that the purposes inherent in them so that the expression is extracted for them, and that the standard that does not show the lack of words this statement is only an affirmation of the meanings of the movements, and that these movements have no advantage in correcting the tongues and placing the melody, which is marred by the melody, on the right path, but also revealing the meanings by which it shows the lack of speech and its preponderance in terms of meaning.

In order to balance the cuff we must mention the saying of the Kufic grammar in this phenomenon, fox stands on the banks of the expression and then manages his thought, sight and insight to say: "Every issue agreed to express its meaning, and the meaning of its expression is correct, but Sibawayh right mistake, because he worked the words of the Arabs on the meanings and abandoned the words, and there was no in the words of
THE ARABS NOR THE POEMS OF STALLIONS EXCEPT WHAT THE MEANING IS APPLIED TO THE EXPRESSION, AND THE EXPRESSION IS APPLIED TO THE MEANING, BUT THE FUR CARRIED THE ARABIC ON THE WORDS AND MEANINGS EXCELLED AND DESERVED THE OFFERING" (36), AND THE PURPOSE OF THE WORDS OF THE FOX, THAT THE FUR DID NOT SEPARATE BETWEEN THE MEANING AND EXPRESSION, AND SIBAWAYH HAS CARED ABOUT THE MEANING WITHOUT WORDS, AND THIS IS A WORD IN WHICH HE LOOKED, WE DID NOT FIND IN HIS TEXT, WHICH WE STOOD ON IT THAT HE HAD NEGLECTED THE WORD AT THE EXPENSE OF MEANING, HE FOUNDED HIS BOOK ON THE THEORY OF THE FACTOR, WHICH IS BASED MAINLY ON WHAT IS GENERATED FROM IT FROM THE EFFECTS ON THE WORD, THE MEANING OF SYNTACTIC IN SIBAWAYH'S BOOK, WAS NOT THE END AS MUCH AS THE GOAL WAS TO DEVELOP RULES THAT PROTECT STRANGERS FROM FALLING INTO THE MELODY.

I CONCLUDE THE SAYING OF THE ANCIENTS BALSUUYUTI, AND I THINK IT DOES NOT COME OUT OF WHAT WAS TRANSMITTED BY THE ANCIENTS, BEING A CARRIER OF SCIENCE WITH THE CAPACITY OF CULTURE AND REFINEMENT OF THOUGHT, AS HE SAID: "THE EXPRESSION REMOVED FROM SPEECH CONFUSION MEANINGS ... BECAUSE THE SPEAKER OF THE NON-EXPRESSIVE IS NOT A SPEAKER OF ARABIC, BECAUSE THE CORRUPT LANGUAGE IS NOT ARABIC, AND THE MEANING OF THIS IS THAT THE SPEAKER OF THE EXPRESSION AGREES WITH THE ARABIC LANGUAGE." (37) AND WHISPERED MODERNISTS IN THE MENTION OF THE PHENOMENON OF EXPRESSION AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO THE MEANING, AND IT SEEMS THAT THE ANCIENTS WERE MORE ORIGINAL AND SOBER IN ADDRESSING THE PHENOMENON OF EXPRESSION IF MEASURED THEIR POSITION WITH THE POSITION OF THE PENS OF YESTERDAY AND TODAY, THESE PENS HAVE VARIED AND VARIED IN THE OPTIMAL STAND ON THE CLARIFICATION OF THE PHENOMENON OF EXPRESSION, THIS PROFESSOR IBRAHIM MUSTATA, WHO IS THE SON OF THE MODERN ERA LIT IN THE REVIVAL OF GRAMMAR THROUGH HIS CRITICISM OF THE GRAMMARIANS IN THEIR ROOTING OF THE ARABIC GRAMMAR AND MAKE THEM THE EXPRESSION ORIGINALLY AND VERBAL RULE, IT IS THE ORIGINS THAT BUILT THEM TOWARDS THE NEW THAT SYNTAX IS THE INDICATION OF VOWELS ON MEANINGS, AND THIS IS HIS SAYING: "WE MUST STUDY THE SIGNS OF EXPRESSION AS FUNCTIONS OF MEANINGS... THESE MOVEMENTS VARY ACCORDING" (38) to the position of the word from the sentence and its connection to the words with it, so rather to be referring to the meaning in the composition of the sentence and the link of the word", and I do not know what new brought by the professor and WHO WORSHIP HIS OPINION? THE FLASH OF FLEETING OF WHAT HE SAID IBN JINNI IN THE EXPRESSION IS ENOUGH TO DECIDE WHERE THE PROFESSOR QUOTED THE MEANING OF HIS WORDS, IT IS NOT A NOVELTY OF SAYING WHAT HE RECORDED, AND THE WONDER OF THE LATEST UPROAR, BECAME A BEACON RELIED UPON BY ALL THE CLAIMANTS OF RENEWAL IN ARABIC.

ONE OF THOSE WHO DRANK FROM THE CUP OF THE AUTHOR OF THE REVIVAL OF GRAMMAR, DR. ALI WAFI, SAID IN THE EXPRESSIONS THAT IT IS "SHORT TIDE SOUNDS THAT FOLLOW THE END OF WORDS TO INDICATE THE FUNCTION OF THE WORD IN THE PHRASE AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER ELEMENTS OF THE SENTENCE". (39)

IN THE UNDERSTANDING OF DR. TAMMAM HASSAN WE FIND THE PHENOMENON OF EXPRESSION TAKES ANOTHER DIMENSION BASED ON THE SO-CALLED CLUES AND FUNCTIONAL GRAMMAR, RELYING IN HIS IDEA ON (COMMENT) WHEN JURJANI IN HIS MIRACLES, AND THE EXPRESSION IS ONLY A PRESUMPTION OF MULTIPLE CLUES SHOWING THE GRAMMATICAL MEANING, AS HE SAYS: "THE SYNTACTIC SIGNS ARE NOT MORE THAN ONE OF THE MANY CLUES DEPENDS ON THE UNDERSTANDING OF THE CORRECT EXPRESSION" (40). HOWEVER, ON ANOTHER SITE OF HIS BOOK STATES THAT THE EXPRESSION IS THE MOST IMPORTANT PRESUMPTION OF DIFFERENT MEANINGS, AND THE EVIDENCE FOR THIS CHANGING MOVEMENT LEADS TO A CHANGE IN MEANING (41).

MOVEMENT AS IN ASSERTION.
RETURNING TO THE EXPLANATION OF SHEIKH AL-RUMANI, WE FIND THAT HE HAS BEEN INTERESTED IN THE INTERDEPENDENCE OF THE COMPOSITIONAL COMPOSITION OF SPEECH, AND BETWEEN THE MEANINGS ENVISAGED FROM THIS COMPOSITION, AND DIVIDED SPEECH INTO STRAIGHT, AND MAHAL, THE STRAIGHT OF SPEECH: IS THE CURRENT ON THE CORRECT ORIGIN, AND THE CORRECT ORIGIN HAS IS WHAT THE WORD IS ASSOCIATED WITH THE MEANING, IF IT IS IN THE PRONUNCIATION ONLY, IT IS STRAIGHT FROM THIS SIDE ONLY, THAT IS: FROM THE SYNTHETIC SIDE, ALTHOUGH IT IS INTERCONNECTION IN PRONUNCIATION AND MEANING, IT IS STRAIGHT AT ALL, AND IT IS ONGOING ON THE CORRECT ORIGIN IN PRONUNCIATION AND MEANING.
AS FOR THE OBJECT, IT IS: THE ONE WHO HAS NO MEANING CAN BE BELIEVED, BECAUSE OF ITS CONTRADICTION, TOWARDS: (I WILL COME TO YOU YESTERDAY), AND THE STRAIGHT HAS SECTIONS: STRAIGHT GOOD, STRAIGHT UGLY, AND STRAIGHT LIE, GOOD IS THE CURRENT ON THE ORIGIN IS THE FIRST, THAT IS: BASED ON PRONUNCIATION AND MEANING, TOWARDS: (I CAME TO YOU YESTERDAY); STRAIGHT IN APPEARANCE42, AND UGLY "TO MISPLACE THE WORD"43 I.E.: THE CURRENT ON THE ORIGIN IS NOT THE FIRST, TOWARDS: (HAS INCREASED HIT), BUT LYING IS STRAIGHT IN THE PRONUNCIATION ONLY, AS YOU SAY: (I CARRIED THE MOUNTAIN).
THE IMPOSSIBLE LIE IS THE NEWS THAT HAS A MEANING THAT CAN BE BELIEVED, BUT IT IS EMBEDDED IN CONTRADICTION, AND THERE ARE PLACES IN WHICH IT IS NOT PERMISSIBLE TO BE HONEST AND LYING, TOWARDS: (I WILL DRINK SEA WATER YESTERDAY), BECAUSE IT HAS NO MEANING THAT CAN BE BELIEVED (),44 AND AL-AKHFASH HAS SHOWN THE TRUTH OF THE OBJECTS AT ALL, IT HAS NO MEANING FIT TO BE SAID IN WHICH THE TRUTH OR LIE, AND AL-AKHFASH DENIES THAT IT IS SAID IN THE SHOPS TRUTH OR LIE, HIS DENIAL OF HONESTY IS CLEAR, AS THERE ARE NO WORDS REFERRED TO TRUTHFUL, BUT HIS DENIAL OF LYING, BECAUSE LYING IS THE OPPOSITE OF TRUTH, AND IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO BE TRUE IN ANY WAY, IF IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO SAY TRUTH IN ANY WAY, IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO SAY A LIE ABOUT IT45.
THE SYNTAX INDUSTRY IS BASED ON DISTINGUISHING THE CORRECTNESS OF SPEECH FROM ITS ERROR ON THE DOCTRINES OF THE ARABS BY CORRECT ANALOGY.46 (I ate this food leaving lust for him) is not rewarded, because leaving lust and its absence does not call for it, and if I say: (I drank this foul medicine out of lust for it) it is not permissible, and it was corrupt talk, because the foul medicine is not desired, and if I said: (I drank this foul medicine to benefit from it) it would be permissible, because the foul medicine may be drunk to benefit from it47.
There is a difference between the appreciation of the expression, and the interpretation of the meaning, if the estimate of the expression on the azimuth interpretation of the meaning is the desired end, and if the estimate of the expression contrary to the interpretation of the meaning accepted the interpretation of the meaning as it is, corrected the way of estimating the expression so that nothing of them is excluded from you, Ibn Jinni has warned of suspicion and confusion between the appreciation of the expression and the interpretation of the meaning; Zida hit a whip that means Zida hit a blow with a whip, which is so, but the way of expressing it is to delete the additive, that is: hit him with a whip, and then deleted the blow on the lesson of deleting the additive, even if you gave him: hit him with a whip on the fact that the estimate of his expression: a blow with a whip, and its meaning as well, for the obligation to estimate that you deleted the B as you delete the preposition in the way he said: I ordered you good, and I ask God for forgiveness for a sin, so you need an apology for deleting the preposition, and you have sung about all that by saying: It is on the deletion of the additive, that is: a blow of a whip, and its meaning: a blow with a whip, this means, but the way of expressing and appreciating it is to delete the additive48.
Al-Rumani believes that the expression and meaning are two inseparable parts that do not straighten one without the other, the expression is not straightened only after understanding the meaning, so that it is on his right, and the face that is his, and gave us an example of this, he pointed out that your saying: (I passed by a good man his father), bear three aspects of syntax depending on the meaning:
The first is that (Hassan) should be a proper name, so it is not permissible except to raise it.
Second: to be a dominant characteristic, in which it is permissible to lift and tow, and lift stronger.
Third: It should be a pure adjective, so that the preposition in it is the chosen face.  

The syntactic provisions here change with the change of meaning, which proves that the expression is not valid without understanding the meaning.

Al-Rumani pointed out that the ambiguities that need to be interpreted, especially the circumstances, must be made in the expression of the course of meaning that occurred his site, because it has its meaning, which required the validity of the occurrence of the circumstance in that sense, without prejudice to that face nor increase, you say: (is your response), ie: (is your intention), ie: (in front of you), and not prevent you, it is taken from (repel repel repel) if introduced, as if it was said: Introduce for each side except your side, and from it saying, (The neighbor is more entitled to his ceiling), that is: near him, which is a circumstance on this word, and not a circumstance in the original, but it is permissible in the stranger to be located the location of the circumstance, for frequent use in Arabic, and therefore said Al-Rumani: "But enter in this section the interpretation of the stranger; This face".

THE END

FROM THE FOREGOING, WE CAN FORMULATE SOME CONCLUSIONS ON THE ISSUE OF EXPRESSION IN THE THOUGHT OF THOSE WE HAVE MENTIONED:

1- IN THE ORIGIN OF ARABIC WAS THE EXPRESSION MOVEMENTS DEVOID OF MEANING WHEN SIBAWAYH, IT WAS LIFTING AND MONUMENT AND TRACTION FOR THE PURPOSE OF DIFFERENT DIRECTION OF SPEECH, AND THIS EARLY BIRTH LATER NEEDED TO REFINEMENT AND EDUCATION.

2- TAKING INTO ACCOUNT THE ORIGIN OF THE MOVEMENTS, WHICH IS THE FUNCTIONS OF LIFTING, ERECTING AND DRAGGING, THERE IS AN ADDITIONAL MEANING FOR IBN AL-SARRAJ IS THE DIFFERENCE IN THE FUNCTIONS OF THE DIRECTION OF SPEECH ACCORDING TO THE PURPOSE OF THE ADDRESSEE.

3- IT SEEMS THAT THE SETTLEMENT OF ARABIC WITH ITS RULES IN THE BOOK OF SIBAWAYH WAS THE BEGINNING OF A SEARCH FOR OTHER ORIGINALITY AND THE ULTIMATE PURPOSE FOR WHICH THE EXPRESSION WAS FOUND, WHICH IS TO REVEAL MEANING.
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